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CANTEENS, LATRINES AND MASCULINITY ON BRITISH
BUILDING SITES 1918-1970
By Nick Hayes Nottingham Trent University
Twentieth century employer welfarism-that "ragbag" of fringe remunerations
and non-money wages-c-has, by and large, been judged pejoratively: damned
for being a "sugared pill" sufficiently appealing to steal away workers' class alle-
giances or so important to them that its threatened denial promoted disciplined
workplace conforrnity.i Perhaps this is to misconstrue the social relationship be-
tween employer and employee, welfare and work: arguably a greater balance al-
ways existed in paternalistic practices between "coercion" and active "consent".3
Critically, however, neither overview sits easily with an alleged, albeit relatively
unexplored, worker antipathy to welfarism or indifference to poor working con-
ditions, where primacy was continually afforded to "money wages" and little
else. In these terms welfarism, as either a coercive or consensual strategy, was
largely misplaced and can best be explained in terms of employers misinterpret-
ing worker priorities."
Yet trade union pressure for welfarism increased through time: indeed, the
greater prejudice against givinrwelfarism a "fair trial" came rather from com-pany directors and managers. Wrigley notes that when, during the Second
World War, joint workplace committees were established in British industry to
improve productivity, "as much of as a third of their time was spent on discussing
welfare and other matters"6-a scenario more suggestive of employer past ne-
glect and worker interest, than coercive imposition. Nor apparently was this
simply wartime bonhomie. An analysis of joint consultation foci in the post
1945 period suggests a continuing workplace preoccupation with "tea, towels
and rotlers''.?
Did workers themselves, therefore, want welfarism, and if not, why not? This
article tests the attitudes of operatives in the construction industry, from the
introduction of national collective bargaining shortly after World War One
through to the period of alleged modernization in the 1960s. The views of
building operatives offer an interesting pointer because construction was re-
puted less for its pristine provision than its "primitive" welfare conditions: here
perhaps we can find a baseline marker against which attitudes in other indus-
tries may be set and judged. Construction was almost exclusively an all male
world. Inherent within was a philosophy that placed little productive value on
improving working conditions, and instead stressed worker self-reliance. Yet
construction operated, too, within an industrial relations system reputed for its
capacity "to play fair",8 where the building unions increasingly demanded re-
form and a broader industrial-political discourse existed championing the cause
to "humanize" British industry.
The article takes as its starting point the construction of a positive mascu-
line site identity, based on skill but also on physical endurance and hardship.
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Welfarism, it will be argued, frequently worked against the operatives' cultural
understanding of what site life meant. Union representatives, however, viewed
this site life through different filters. Moreover, the socio-industrial constructs
of "conditions of work" issues changed through time. Only in such inter-locking
contexts (for example, workplace control, status, respectability and toughness)
can the negative attitudes of operatives to welfare and fringe benefit provision
be understood.
Site identity, manliness and welfare
The discourse on the building industry as a "Cinderella" sector with poor
welfare provision iswell established: contextually, the "tough working conditions
taken for granted in a coarser nineteenth century world", by the inter-war period
"began to look anachronistic"," Writing in 1948 the Labour economist, David
Hall, characterized this state of affairs as "well known" for being "fairly, sometimes
very bad":
Work takes place in the open air, often on remote sites and in bad weather-if it
is not stopped altogether, thus leading to the age old curse of the industry, broken
time .... There are few of the welfare amenities to be found in the modern factory,
such as canteen, cleaning and drying facilities ... The work itself is generally
physically hard, and the lot of a builder on an exposed site in January, perhaps
with his clothes soaked while on the way to the job, is not to be envied.i''
Perhaps, however, this was a judgement more frequently made by "middle-class
onlookers" than by the workers thernselves.l! Operatives thought construction
a "manly" occupation-"in the blood"-instilled with crafts pride and indepen-
dence. Men (and boys) were attracted by the "spirit of adventure in the industry"
and the open-air, healthy lifestyle; and the lack of direct supervision and the job
freedom to move easily from site to site. 12The unions, likewise, openly admitted
to an "age-long tradition of indifference" to welfare needs.l ' Nor, despite the
poor conditions, was there any rush to leave the industry, even during the years
of full employment following 1945.
It has been argued of American construction workers that their "manliness
was so taken for granted" that it acquired iconic status.!" Although this "exagger-
ation" was less evident in the public persona of British building operatives, nev-
ertheless the self-descriptors captured above encapsulate those key defining ele-
ments of "independence, mutuality and pride in craft" that bespoke respectable
working-class male identity-where skill, craft and workplace control equated
to maleness. IS Twentieth-century deskilling and the introduction of female la-
bar, which destabilized such constructs for male manufacturing workers, were
noticeably less evident as processes in building. Indeed, the continuing physical
nature of construction was, and always remained, a central component of site
life. Both skilled and unskilled operatives shared, albeit in differing proportions,
a complex identity: a blend of defining "roughness" and "respectability" located
within differing melds of physical endurance and skill found within each site
occupation.l" This self-understanding eschewed a simplistic response to welfare
provision as, for example, a method of collectively seeking to minimize inse-
curity or hardship, or maximize income. Indeed, if we view the construction
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of workplace identity primarily as a defensive mechanism empowering the ex-
clusion of other groupings (both male and female),17 then improved welfarism
debased the accepted currencies of physical endurance and self-provision cen-
tral to building worker separateness. Of course, on any site, working conditions
tended to improve through the contract as the physical structure itself grew (pro-
viding physical shelter, etc.). It has been suggested, thus, that worker attitudes
and behavior, in being environmentally led, also became more 'refined'-that is
less rough-as contracts progressed and provisions improved: and implicitly that
building operatives responded positively to welfare improvement. 18 This linkage
between attitudes and environment will not be disputed, but rather extended
then turned on its head. Building operatives, it will be argued, came to set their
own environment: moreover, this environment became a positive product of
their self-imagined values and very real preferences.
Workplace male cultures generally helped shape generic attitudes to welfare
in and outside of construction: indeed the "spontaneous" response to provision
is indicative of the social codes operating. After 1918, for example, there were
widespread reports of the wanton destruction by returning male factory workers
of the amenities provided for women during the war. Twenty years later, Fac-
tory Inspectors still echoed the "deep-rooted idea on the part of management"
that new forms of amenities were "not appreciated and used by the majority
of workers and in some cases even sadly mis-used or even destroyed"-actions
"put down to [male] horse-play." Inspectors had seen similar problems before:
"met and overcome in a generation". It was "really a question of education" by
trade union leaders and employers.l" And the emphasis within codes of behav-
ior did change: the stories told about wanton damage became more exaggerated
than factual, and lavatories became territories marked by male factory workers
for informal recreation and socialization, semi-detached from the discipline of
the shop floor.l Q Moreover, the promotion of welfare at work acquired popular-
ist overtones, particularly during the Second World War. 21 Functionally, then,
amenities acquired differing meanings for management and workers, factory in-
spectors and trade union officials: from that of a utilitarian provision linked to
productivity to one of a counterpoint focus for workplace male bravado. Wel-
farism was also more noticeable in those "new" industries distinguished by rapid
technological advance-helping "control industrial relations and enforce the
acceptance of change". 22 Gospel notes positively its prevalence before 1939 in
those firms with a stable labor force "operating in large and homogeneous mar-
kets, employing continuous process-type technologies or ones where continuity
of operations was important." (Clearly, as a migratory industry with a frequently
bespoke product, construction is far removed from this ideal.) Increasingly, too,
welfarism was administered through specialist internal management structures,
run by men and paying more attention to male workers.P
In the construction industry workplace supervision was notably less overt.
Activity-formal and informal-c-centered on the working gang, frequently con-
sisting of skilled and unskilled workers (for example, a team of two bricklay-
ers with one attendant laborer). Moreover, operatives often moved from site
to site together. A marked sense of "social solidarity of the group" existed; its
"mainspring seemed to be spontaneous sociability'V" It was less that welfare
facilities were vandalized-little was provided to damage-than that provision
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was deemed gratuitous. Socially, there were few communal attractions associ-
ated with a canvass enclosed "bucket" or "trench" latrine on a rainy or sunny
day.25 "Unofficial" focal points were anyway less important within the infor-
mal structures of site life. Yet a stronger determinant was the shared identity of
self-sufficiency associated with the part-nomadic, rugged lifestyle of the build-
ing operative. As Willis has observed, "difficult, uncomfortable or dangerous
conditions" were reinterpreted positively by workers: "seen, not for themselves,
but for their appropriateness to a masculine readiness and hardness"; understood
more through "the toughness required to survive them" than as an imposition.
Working life and endurance thus became an intrinsic "heroic exercise of manly
confrontation".26
Wartime disjunctures from "normality" aptly illustrate the intertwining, ubiq-
uitous attitudes to welfare provision driven by such masculine self-portraiture.
Thus even the pro-reform Factory Inspectorate could readily contrast the arche-
typal pre-war "British navvy, a sturdy example of the best type of workman,
well organised and, typically, well able to look after himself", with his wartime
replacement-a "new class of labour not accustomed to the navvy's work and not
so able to settle down to rough conditions.Yi This "new" labor was, in fact, sig-
nificantly older on average, and site conditions notoriously poorer initially than
even the spartan environment operating before 1939. It is instructive, therefore,
to look briefly at how each side of industry reported this. Among employers, the
"progressive view" acknowledged that wartime provision "in remote rural areas
had not been altogether satisfactory". And they noted, too, that "nothing would
be further removed from the wishes of building operatives than that they should
be molly-coddled.Y'' Union delegates deplored the employers' failure to pro-
vide the agreed "bare necessities" of "better hutting accommodation, canteens,
sanitary arrangements, etc." required because geographic dislocation had made
operatives less self-sufficient.29 Yet as one union commentator admitted shortly
after:
It seems strange (or does id) that many building workers themselves, as well as the
more backward of employers, required the evangelising zeal of the propagandist to
convince them that they need better conditions than the primitive ones to which
they had for so long become to well accustomedr'"
Twenty years later union representatives still rehearsed homilies suggesting that
"Building Trades Craftsmen are self-reliant and prefer to look after themselves.Y!
Attitudes to welfarism were thus part of a broader, positive interpretation of
the building process as being almost romantically anti-modern, traditionalist
and crafts-orientated, and overtly masculine-set within a dominant discourse
portraying it as "backwards" when compared to factory-based manufacturing.V
Operatives versus unions: who wants holidays or a guaranteed week?
Even as membership rose rapidly in the 1930s, the building unions "spoke"
for only some 450 thousand of the 1.5 million workers in the industry.33 Within
this body divisions existed between crafts and general unionism; between crafts-
men's laborers, generallaborers and navvies (where union membership fluctuated
wildly); those permanently mobile and those less so. A corresponding difficulty
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could be found in organizing at site leveP4 As one official reminisced, "an or-
ganiser could go into a mess room and nearly choke himself trying to explain
to the men their duty".35 Barriers existed, thus, between a reformist, moderate
leadership, activists (about 20 per cent of the membership took an interest, of
whom 10 per cent took an active interest), a lethargic majority, and the mass
of unrepresented building workers, who-in any sense-remained unconsulted.
Craftsmen constituted a little over half of those working in the industry, al-
though the numbers of semi-skilled workers was also rising significantly. The
former provided the "backbone" of the union movement: they had the "weight
and staying-power" to determine all basic labor issues.l" The linkages between
skill, "respectability" and attitudes to welfare provision, however, were less than
linear. Firstly, both skilled and unskilled union leaders and delegates vigorously
supported reform. Secondly, while it was probable that on site craftsmen were
more likely, and unskilled, itinerant laborers less likely, to favor and take advan-
tage of improvements, the defining influence of such constructs as self-sufficiency
and "manly" resilience to hardship bridged the skills divide.
It is the central tenet of my argument that the construction industry's atti-
tude to welfare provision was determined primarily by operative preferences and
perceptions which were underpinned by a social subscription to the identity of
"site life". Sufficient "common understanding" existed, too, for the unions and
employers to judge that they also could speak authoritatively on the operatives'
behalf. Undoubtedly, this carried with it a tendency to distort and exaggerate
operative opinion, married to each's appreciation of its institutional functions
and responsibilities: thus trades unions leaders tended to become more zealous
advocates of reform than their membership.V Formal changes to the "work-
ing rules" governing wages and conditions in construction were bilaterally set
through the National Joint Council for the Building Industry (NJCBI), consid-
ered by both sides to be the "most effective machinery for industrial relations
and industrial negotiation in the country." If warranted, this collective filter for
opinion was deemed capable of "extending its functions in many directions"-
including the provision of fringe benefits and improved welfare-a "mutual
approach" motivated by "what is best for the industry."38 In other industries
welfare provision-as a humanizing agent-was thought integral to the process
of consensus building.i" In construction, however, the governing perceptions of
site life and identity were frequently to override such institutional dynamics for
reform.
Where were the attitudinallimits of this welfare separateness? In an indus-
try as heavily casualized as construction, it is not surprising to find that a very
real preoccupation existed with money wages. Indeed in industry generally even
high profile campaigns-like that of the Trades Union Congress's promotion of
holidays with pay between the wars-could still be sublimated by the priority of
wages. Moreover, holiday pay was deemed important by unions precisely because
of the "hardships associated with the unfinanced break from work." Like many
other fringe benefits, therefore, it was contextually linked to wage setting. Nev-
ertheless through time welfarism also acquired the broader persona nationally of
being a socio-political "right" to be demanded, rather than being an employer-
initiated "gift".4o As [ones argues, the authority of the holiday's campaign came
because it unified and "captured the imagination of millions of trade unionists,"
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their families and Labour Party supporters in a way impossible for a similar stance
over wages, where interests remained "sectional and disjointed."!
Were construction workers located inside or outside this aggregated trend?
The building unions certainly offered important and continuing support to the
holiday's campaign. This despite a joint judgment by unions and contractors that
employment patterns-the lack of continuity, its seasonal nature, the frequent
changing of employers-made problems of application "very serious indeed".42
The major and correlated problem, the unions thought, lay in
educating our own people to demand holidays with pay ... becausesome of our
people were casually employed we had got into the habit of ignoringthis.... We
had got to get that feeling into our own members' mindsand then there wouldbe
no difficulty with the employers. Firstofallwehad to organise our ownopinion....
some building workers and others were so fond of their work that they would not
take a holiday even with pay, but most of them wouldbe better for the change.l''
There were, in fact, "innumerable schemes" already operating overseas covering
construction, and in other industries within Britain where workers were not
employed permanently with one firm.44 The case for structural impracticality,
therefore, needs to be subjugated to that of an impotence primarily born of oper-
ative apathy. Union representatives, however, determined to turn this around.
As one conference delegate asserted anecdotally, there was "a growing demand
amongst the workers in our industry for this." Such a discourse continually over-
shadowed those few who questioned "if we were not wasting our time and money
on people whom we had not got with us on this .... it was idealistic," and open
to abuse.45
The NJCBI remained justifiably concerned lest others working in the indus-
try simply ignored national agreements promoting welfarism and undercut labor
costs.t" Nevertheless, it agreed to promote the "landmark" introduction of paid
holidays in 1943.47Can we better quantify the mood on site by examining subse-
quent events? Certainly the post-war history of the scheme was one of continuing
advance in terms of participating numbers and gains. However, this tells only
part of the story. Many employers and workers presumed that the holiday credits
issued by way of weekly stamps could be cashed irrespective of whether or not
operatives took their holiday. Thus credits were commonly viewed "merely as an
additional remuneration.t'P Ten years later an acknowledged problem remained
of those "who prefer the pay to the holiday"; that is money in the pocket rather
than time away with the family. A more active expression of "manly resistance"
was the wide-scale, illegal trafficking in holiday stamps. There were "places es-
tablished where you can go and sell stamps and make a profit. The man has
his runners on the job." One defendant, testifying in a fraud case, claimed to
be able to "buy 1,000 cards in an hour." Cards sold for a quarter or half their
value, reported the national administering manager of the holiday scheme. Op-
eratives were "selling £8 or £9 cards for a mere £1, perhaps to get an extra drink,"
or cashing them in through a bookmakcr.t'' Yet union representatives pressed
for greater entitlement, arguing that-as in other welfare areas-eonstruction,
comparatively, continually lagged behind other industries. For some, however,
this deficit remained the embodiment of construction's masculine site culture.
As one union delegate commented, when faced with the prospect of additional
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holiday: "Can you imagine, for one moment, what pleasure there is going to be
for the building trade operative, having had a fairly decent Christmas, to have
to spend ... three to four days [extra] inside their house with their wives?"50
Disparities between site and national values are central to an understanding
of attitudes to welfarism. Yet there was one key fringe benefit where, because
it related directly and beneficially to money income and improved status, lit-
tle disagreement should have been evident. The "history of the struggle of the
Building Trade operatives over the years," one union delegate remarked in 1964,
"was consistently one of trying to avoid the hardships of casualisation." Even
building workers, apparently, balked at encouraging their sons to enter the in-
dustry because employment was "too insecure". Yet insecurity was also a mirror
image of that which operatives valued most highly: the freedom and variety
inherent in construction where workers transferred easily between sites. A guar-
anteed week, therefore, and, with it, protection from immediate dismissal with
the onset of bad weather, also meant offering employers a corresponding notice
to quit which the majority of operatives-although not union leaders-strongly
opposed.i! In common, for example, with dock workers, the habits and beliefs of
each industry's "culture of work" became "inseparable from the casual nature of
employment." While external commentators frequently lamented the inequities
of this system, curtailing a worker's compensating "own [positive] conception
of 'freedom'" struck at a central tenet of his affirmative identity: his perhaps
idealized ability to choose when, where and on what worked, upon which sense
of workplace control his skilled status and masculine identity were grounded.52
Thus, those aspects of decasualization that led to even marginal increases in the
powers and prerogatives of employers were strongly resisted.
Nevertheless, post-war researchers concluded from workplace surveys that,
when combined with the social "stigma of casual labour":
the assurance of greater security and a guaranteed week seem a matter of urgent
importance to building operatives. To operatives there was no comparison between
the value of a steady guaranteed wage and the value of higher but less regular
wages.53
This ignored earlier experiences. Negotiating payments for time lost through
inclement weather had a checkered history stretching back into the nineteenth
century. The settlement of the 1924 national building dispute called for a res-
olution of this question. However, it was not until union negotiators accepted
the principle that employees, too, contribute to the cost that agreement was
reached with emplovers.l" Because the scheme needed to be made statutorily
compulsory, and contributions levied, each membership had to be consulted.
The National Federation of Building Trade Operatives (NFBTO) held its ballot
in 1938. In the terms outlined, the outcome should have been clear cut:
it is obvious that our people will not tolerate the terrible conditions which they
have been compelled to endure in the past, ... that if they ceased work they were
compelled to suffer financial loss.... in addition to the scheme enhancing their
economic position, they would not be forced to subject themselves to the vagaries
of the elements, ... and in consequence many of the distressing illnesses from
which they have suffered ... will be avoided.55
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In fact the vote was easily carried: 82,669 for the scheme and 49,417 against (a
majority of 33,252). Those who were the most likely beneficiaries-bricklayers,
painters, laborers-voted heavily in favor. However, those who worked mainly
inside-the carpenters and woodworkers, plumbers, plasterers-all voted against
by a clear majority. Outcomes were thus determined directly by partial evalua-
tions of cost, reward and control, rather than through a shared mission of im-
provement to end insecurity, or according to a dichotomous division determined
by skill and standing.
The voting figures, however, warrant further evaluation. Ballots were cast
by a little under fifty per cent of all paid up members. Given the problems of
geographic scatter associated with construction work, clearly this was deemed
an important issue.56 The vote, for example, in the Amalgamated Union of
Building Trades Workers (representing the trowel trades) "was the biggest it had
every managed to record on any question in its history", at around sixty per cent.
All but one union balloted its members. The exception was the Transport and
General Workers Union, whose decisive 30,200 bloc vote was cast for acceptance
according to area conference decisions: a methodology described by opponents as
being akin to "jerrymandering", but justified because officials claimed a 'knowing'
of their members and 'their desire' Y
Participatory rates in laborer's unions were consistently lower than for craft
unions. 58 Had the T & GW followed the procedures of its peers, pro-rata with
the other main general building union fewer than 5,300 votes would likely have
been cast (in the ratio 6:4 favoring wet time insurance). This most comprehen-
sive test of inter-war views on fringe-benefits thus reveals site opinion to be finely
balanced even on that issue most directly related to earnings. It is true, of course,
that the objection to wet time payments rested principally with the employers'
demand that operatives contribute towards the cost (to the detriment especially
of the poorer paid laborers whose leadership nevertheless was the most deter-
mined that it be adopted). Nevertheless, that objections were raised seriously
disturbed the NFBTO leadership:
One would have thought, also, that generations of experience of the curse of Wet
Time would have ingrained in all building workers such a loathing of it that the
demand for the Scheme would not merely have been unanimous but clamant,
vociferous. The most tragic people in all the world are those who oppose their own
betterment.59
Wet time payment was further delayed by the number of objections from indi-
vidual operatives, trade union branches and employers, and then by the outbreak
of war.60 It was finally introduced on government wartime contracts on a non-
contributory basis. Subsequently it became subsumed into the wage-bargaining
process, but remained closely tied, too, to operative perceptions of limiting man-
agerial prerogatives on site.
Humanizing construction, perhaps, but there's "something cissy about safety"
It would be a mistake to assume that attitudes to fringe benefits or welfare ran
constant through time or by issue. One union official perhaps caught one such
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moment of change when explaining, shortly after the Second World War, why
standards in the industry were "so poor":
Is it because we have striven to secure a higher standard of physical amenities
and failed because of the employers' opposition, or is it because of our own failure
to define our conception of what should be done to alleviate the harsh physical
circumstances that surround our work-a-day life? The fault lies principally at our
own door. Our efforts over the years have been directed primarily towards wages
... Comparisons are often made, wrongly in my view, between our industry and
others, and the plea is made that because we are not static, but are continually
moving here, there and everywhere, it is impossible to expect much change. That
attitude of mind largely explains past failures. We have underestimated our human
value .... if we had fixed standards and attention to human requirements, they
would be an integral part of the industry, and wherever the unit of industry was
located, they would be put into operation.I"
Adopting the "hair-shirt" of responsibility became union officials because of
their past neglect, and because of their own perceptions of how change came
about. Such testimony, however, too readily attributes to the unions an authority
which lay beyond their powers as educators and advocates to impose, for their
memberships had strongly earthed precepts of what did and did not constitute
social site identity.
Nevertheless immediately after 1945 a congruence of forces existed to press
the modernizing discourse of change. How did site opinion react to such fa-
vorable portents to reform? Certainly new benchmarks for provision had been
set. Direct government intervention during the war "resulted in a remarkable
improvement in the standards of welfare on sites.,,62 Those wartime sites with
"bad" (which by peacetime standards meant almost intolerable) welfare con-
ditions had "considerable difficulties" in recruiting and "preventing men from
leaving". Subsequent improvements here met with operatives' approval. Em-
ployers representatives, too, apparently accepted that "we must never go back
to ... [those] 'uncivilised standards of former days.' ,,63 These new standards were
voluntarily embraced into a Code of Welfare by the industry in 1948. Yet how
widely these were adopted on site remains disputed. Despite "some evidence
of instances where the arrangements for welfare have fallen short of what it
required," one bilateral committee of enquiry concluded, standards generally
"appear to be regarded as reasonable and adequate." Union officials, however,
stressed that the code was "insufficient in itself"-and anyway "it is not kept.,,64
If employers after the war were more readily embracing the "humanizing"
supply-side practices of welfare/efficiency linkages, it was primarily because they
were regurgitating attitudes presented by government, academics and various of-
ficial enquiries-stimulated by the dramatic decline in war and post-war building
productivity levels-rather than responding directly to operative demands. Ap-
peals to self-interest also helped. Before the war, unemployment in construction
remained high; employment was frequently casual, short-term and seasonal.F'
But "Under conditions of full employment," it was argued:
the standards of welfare may well have a considerable bearing on an employer's
ability to retain his men, and on the degree to which labour may tend to seek
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employment in the industry. The importance of welfare facilities as one means of
increasing production cannot therefore be overlooked.66
Similar stress was placed on the need for positive incentives: the dialogue
of partnership between management and operatives, and "the value of good
working conditions." Financial incentives alone, it was being suggested, were
insufficient.V It would be unwise, however, to be automatically distracted by a
national discourse favoring improvement. On site such Damascene conversions
were noticeably less apparent. Management remained skeptical about the value
of formal joint site productivity committees precisely because of the latter's pre-
occupation with welfare issues. Here, not only was welfare provision deemed to
be unrelated directly to productivity issues, but those workers' representatives
calling for it were labeled political extremists.P"
Indeed the presence of a head-quarters centric "progressive" ambiance radi-
ating welfare demands needs to be grounded against the more pervasive his-
tory of non-provision which guided the day to day realities of site culture and
worker expectation. In other "non-progressive" industries-for example cotton
and pottery-welfarism as a belief system had established roots; albeit that a pa-
ternalism based on benevolence and obligation were giving way to welfarism as
a promoter of "rational efficiency".69 Building and civil engineering historically
remained outside this cultural tradition of employer provision. State regulation,
too, remained limited, even in such basic areas as safety and sanitary codes. Ad-
mittedly, construction was not on its own in this respect. Yet, not withstanding
the 1937 Factory Act, it was only after the Second World War that legislation
defined what was deemed "sufficient or suitable" welfare provision for building
and civil engineering operations.i''
Benchmarking, however, was essential if site, and thus operative, interest and
expectation were to be stimulated. Construction, for example, had one of the
highest accident and fatality rates of all industries. During the inter-war years
only the increased use of powered machinery drew it partially under the authority
of the Factory Inspectorate (sites without mechanical power, irrespective of risk
to operatives, remained excluded). Civil engineering contracts, which included
such projects as power stations, in that such works were not regarded legally as
"buildings", remained outside of covering legislation until 1961. Yet it was not
unknown for local union officials to contrive to recategorize building projects
as ones of civil engineering precisely because the latter had fewer restrictions
governing employment practices.r' This was part of a broader culture-setting
a antipathetic benchmark-of securing extra payment for tasks involving addi-
tional risk that was integral to the industry's structure.i/ "In the past years, we
have spent many hours ... talking of pennies and tuppences in relation to the
hazards that men undertake in their employment," conceded a union official in
1956: this "is not the way to remove the dangers inherent in the industry.'>73
Nor was it simply that trade-offs were part of the formal negotiating process at
a national level. On site, too, card [shop] stewards, even on well-organized jobs,
continued to condone unsafe practices "in return for negotiating a danger-money
plus rate." As in other industries, many workers-"including good keen trade
unionists"-took unnecessary, "stupid" risks, inured to the danger. To do other-
wise ran counter to "observed" everyday custom and practice. Indeed, it might
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be considered "unmanly or soft". Within the "cult of toughness" that pervaded
industrial life, industries and occupations were instinctively graded according to
how masculine they were, and workers and managers identified with, and con-
stantly sought to prove themselves against, such social constructs. In building,
even model employers considered many safety provisions to be "unnecessary
pampering to a hardy breed of men." Many operatives, too, thought there was
"something cissy about safety and fancy themselves as tough guys," union officials
acknowledged. Culturally and economically, therefore: "Our lads are not just a
set of hard-done-by innocents when it comes to safety."74 Instead they ignored
regulations to save time-"egged on by the incentive of extra bonuses"-placing
the "pay packet" and cultural conformity above personal safety,?5
Workplace control and conditions of work
The absence of statutory regulation and paternalistic provision in construc-
tion meant, ironically, that the only traditions available to stimulate worker
demand for welfare had to be home cultivated. And, despite pre 1939 laxities,
there were precedents to draw upon. Price argues that in the nineteenth century,
"conditions of work" issues were consistently pressed by building unions when
they felt able to push forward the frontier of workplace control. As trade im-
proved in the 1890s, the once structurally predominant Operatives Stonemasons
struck not only to press wage demands but also over questions like meal hours
and the provision of covered working areas.76 Thus central to the nineteenth
century construct of workplace control for skilled building workers, and thus
ultimately to their perceptions of manly independence and respectabilitv.F was
a superstructure of welfare concerns directly linked to status which only later
came to be regarded as increasingly marginal to an operative's affirmative "site
life" identity. Indeed, traditionally for building trades unions the "paramount
question" had "always been the 'working rules' "-agreed individually between
crafts and local employers-that included rates of pay and the provision of mess
halls, grinding time and tea-breaks, etc., for key individual trades. 78
Yet if we judge "value" by its continuing inclusion in such agreements, welfare
provision remained a basic necessity through into the inter-war period of national
collective bargaining (With its preoccupation with wages and hours). Most Re-
gional Working Rules prescribed for welfare facilities. That for the London area,
for example, called for the provision of mess rooms, with a laborer in attendance
to cook hot meals. By the late thirties, it also called for sanitary accommodation.
The Worthing district rules always included either for the provision of a lavatory
on sites of a "substantial nature", or "out-of-pocket expenses" in lieu for the use
of public conveniences.i" Yet as predicators of worker fealty to the cultural pri-
orities of welfare, and as an expression of a workers' status and ability to govern
independently his working environment, most lacked veracity or force. Nearly
all included caveats actively limiting the obligations on employers to provide fa-
cilities only on larger contracts. The unions acknowledged that they had "never
been able to get the employers generally to interpret that provision.F" Defin-
ing practicability and reasonableness, therefore, remained primarily an employer
prerogative-which was why union leaders thought precise statutory regulation
was essential.
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In part, at least, the disparity between nineteenth and twentieth century
robustness in prosecuting "conditions of work" issues reflected the declining focus
on local union activity, where branch and thus site representation counted for less
under a national system of bargaining.f" Interestingly it was the Liverpool area,
noted for its labor militancy and higher wages structure, which stayed outside
the national agreement until 1945, that operated the most welfare progressive
"working rules". Exceptionally this demanded sanitary provision on all jobs, and
included for a disputes procedure to arbitrate over whether or not the scale of a
contract warranted mess-hall and other provision. Liverpool was also operating
its own holidays with pay system prior to the national scheme being introduced.V
Generally, however, union activity focused on battling to protect money wages,
and, albeit unsuccessfully, on those welfare measures that would restrict the labor
supply in the market (for example, paid holidays, pensions and early retirement)
in an attempt to mitigate the impact of high unemplovment.F Thus the inter-
war period did not see an end to union attempts to control workplace activity:
epitomized in the resistance to "payments by results" rather than plain time rates,
but also in guarding existing working territory, crafts status and privilege.P" It
was the case, however, that "conditions of work" issues took a lower immediate
priority as an exemplar of control.
Interpreting self-identity: masculinity, respectability and roughness
In seeking to explain why the skilled building operative's self-identity changed
noticeably between the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, from a focus
on "respectability" to one of "machismo", authority has been granted to broader
exogenous changes imported from society and the industrial system: particularly
the impact of automation and deskilling on workplace control and identity.8s
The resultant "crisis of masculinity", exacerbated by male unemployment and
rising female employment during the inter-war years, is said to have engineered
a reconstructed generic maleness exemplified positively through the idioms of
strength and the ability to endure harsh conditions, and through the negative
imaging of the ferninine.P'' While such active descriptors can be readily ascribed
to construction workers, illuminating their responses to welfarism, doubts re-
main as to how far patterns of workplace activity elsewhere imposed themselves
upon construction. As already noted, the labor process in building was con-
sistently dependent-from the nineteenth into the twentieth century-on the
attributes of physical skill, strength and endurance. Thus if changing values
within society help explain how the industry was viewed from outside, they say
less, directly, about how identity was discerned internally. Perhaps, indeed, it is
to the anachronisms of poor physical conditions-improving in other industries
but not in construction-to which we should first look when seeking to explain
why roughness and respectability merged to become a shared identity on site
across skills levels.
Everday familiarity, of course, depended not only on physical experience or
collective memory, but also on contemporary narratives about what was possible,
or warranted, or indeed desirable and compatible with site lifestyle. Responses to
such criteria could be contradictory. Despite a strongly positive affirmation to the
manly virtues of site life (independence, variety, etc.) just under halfofoperatives
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asked in 1946 opposed their sons entering the industry, and many more remained
doubtful (which, set against the degree of job satisfaction evident, was high
when measured against working-class parental aspirational levels generally).
The main reasons given were lack of job security, low social status and poor
working conditions: indeed, "discontent about many aspects of the working
environment (such as wages, lack of canteens, etc.) was far more intense and
widespread" than initially thought.S? Complaining about the lack of washing
facilities, one bricklayer testified:
the men try to get clean in the afternoon.... We all bring a brush to work for our
boots and clothes. It makes you feel bad to sit in a bus in dirty clothes and have
the person next to you give you a look and then move to another sear. ... Why
should it have to be that wayf38 .
This uncertainty extended to a disbelief that conditions were likely to im-
prove. Such shortcomings directly addressed a perceived lack of status within
the broader community. Thus, while the spirit of self-reliance was central to "site
mentality", for skilled tradesmen particularly, social standing was also important:
not just formally on site where it was prescribed in working practices and a crafts
pride in skill, but bevond/'" As one union delegate observed, "it was time our
people had the facilities on the job for washing themselves and changing into
other garments so that when they left work they could mix with the rest of the
community. At the moment they felt that they did not 'belong'-that they were
the 'great unwashed.' "90
The absence of welfare consciousness-highlighted by the acceptance and
cultural elevation of "rough" site practice-thus ran parallel to discourses of
traditional self-independence but counter to sentiments extolling the still im-
portant "respectable" public status of skilled operatives. This became particularly
evident at times when the industry was fixed in the national spotlight but also
held in low esteem: for example, during the housing crisis immediately after the
Second World War. Debating the lack of site canteen facilities, it was argued:
"We have watched the erection of vast sheds to protect cement and building
materials, while operatives had to squat on upturned drain pipes. We had eaten
our food in cement sheds and we have never claimed from employers that human
dignity to which we are entitled as workers."91 Nevertheless, even on those sites
where "the most elaborate arrangements had been made for feeding," union offi-
cials "were struck" still by the intrinsically conservative "attitude of the men" to
accepting progressive improvement.V Generally the Ministry of Labour advised
contractors to plan canteen provision on the basis of only a 25 per cent take
up rate. 93 Thus, rhetoric aside, the propensity of operatives to frequent those
canteens established remained low, even during periods of food rationing. For
example, between March 1947 to June 1948 the number of site canteens rose by
some 40per cent, yet overall only some twenty per cent of all building operatives
obtained a main meal from them. It was noted that even "on jobs where the food
is good and moderate in price there is often great difficulty in getting sufficient
men to take the meal to ensure the economic success of the venture."94
Indeed, setting aside the immediate post-war furore, the campaign to im-
prove site facilities was not one that held center-stage for any great length of
time, even amongst union delegates (where the commitment to those values
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of traditional respectability remained strongest). Through the 1950s the issue
of poor amenities failed to make the NFBTO's conference agenda as a motion
for debate.95 Was this because facilities noticeably improved with the introduc-
tion of statutory regulation and industry agreed codes? In part yes, but generally
welfare standards continued to vary notably. That for washing accommodation
remained "generally low"; and even when exemplary provision was made, most
site operatives-including numbers of skilled workers-failed to use it. Nor did
the quality of messrooms change significantly over the next decade. On smaller
sites they were "often shabby, badly equipped and difficult to keep to any reason-
able standard of cleanliness." Similarly, reported the ChiefInspector of Factories,
while a "reasonable standard" of sanitary arrangements "may be found on larger
sites", on smaller or rural sites they were frequently "inadequate and poorly
maintained.T" Lack of change was not only a product of employer neglect. The
building unions accepted that, like "many other hard-won advantages and rights,
full observance of the welfare code depends to a great degree upon the keenness
and loyalty of the men on the job."n Judged by these criteria operative priorities,
and the cultural imperatives that underpinned them, lay elsewhere.
Construction, more through its workplace culture than any exceptional physi-
cal constraints, continued to lose ground to other industries. Standards enshrined
as being "improving" twenty years before, were by the 1960s, when the industry
was again being subjected to the rhetoric of modernization, condemned by out-
siders as being "medieval". "To be talking about buckets and trenches in 1963 is
really terrible," argued Vic Feather (General Secretary, TUC), referring to the
best practice sanitary arrangements sanctified by the 1948 code; but "to be satis-
fied with the standards you accept on building sites is, it seems to me, going back
to the middle ages.,,98 Yet the unions' shopping list of demands was of a more
recent genre: the introduction of national pension and sickness schemes, as well
as improvements to physical welfare and guaranteed time payments. "There is
no doubt that the real advances we must make in this decade are within the
field of the so-called fringe benefits," it was argued.99 Certainly the industry,
comparatively, was deficient in this area at the beginning of the decade. By 1970
this was no longer the case. Amongst operatives, as opposed to union activists,
however, such preoccupations remained of direct interest to a minority only.
When asked what one change would make building a more attractive job, 39
per cent opted for more pay, and 25 per cent for better working conditions, but
only 8 per cent for improved welfare and fringe benefits. 100
Indeed only one welfare issue actively engaged operatives during the 1960s.
Ironically it, too, had its roots in the "modernizing" processes designed to im-
prove the status of building workers by cutting working hours and increasing
pay. Union negotiators, however, accepted quid pro quo a long-standing em-
ployers' demand to control "the loss of working time occasioned by abuses" of
the tea breaks system. 101 Morning and afternoon breaks without loss of pay, al-
though customary, had never been formally incorporated into the working rules.
Employers now insisted that these be unpaid. The union leadership thought
this a "really trivial' concession against the overall settlement"-"the best that
we ... have ever been able to negotiate."102 It was, however, "very badly received
by the rank and file." With employers determined "to improve site discipline",
it was finally resolved that sites settle locally. In the interim, some employers
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sought outright abolition, while, on major projects particularly, local union of-
ficials organized marches, stoppages and "go slows" to "Leave Us the Cuppa".
Clearly "the fuss made over something which had little significance" caught the
NFBTO leadership largely off guard. Abolishing the tea break potently signified
an attempt by employers to evade customary obligations. The reaction against
this provides strong testament to the continuing romantically masculine author-
ity of customary independence and workplace control: of a "lived" site mentality
of "what we have we hold."lo3
Understanding site culture
Could it be that building employers-in not seeking to "molly-coddle" opera-
tives-had a greater clarity of understanding of worker attitudes and priorities
than did the building unions, reformers at large, or employers in other industries?
Was theirs a relationship less clouded by a priori judgements of what operatives
ought to want, as opposed to what they actually valued within the duality of
workplace culture and the labor contract?I04 The evidence suggests that building
operatives placed little worth initially on the welfare "rewards" gained on their
behalf. Familiarity-whether experienced directly or ingested secondhand-
also underpinned operative attitudes. Overall, however, this proved more a force
for conservative reinforcement than for further reform. Improved amenities-a
taster of a "better" site lifestyle-neither bolstered demands for further provision
nor added greatly to the value given to that already in place. Only in the long term
could attitudinal change be observed within a site culture to reform continually
judged atavistic by researchers, politicians and union officials alike.
Why were site operatives resistant to those "improvements" offered? On
smaller sites especially improvements lacked substance. Whether you squatted
over a 3 foot deep hole, or one six foot deep with a fresh covering of chloride of
lime was for the most part immaterial.l'P while eating outside might frequently
be more agreeable than sitting in a dank, ill kept mess-hall. Nor was it built
on resentment because a welfarist agenda with attached costs was imposed on
operatives by employers. Improvements were union led; employers were less en-
thusiastic regarding implementation. We return, therefore, to how operatives
viewed themselves, and their daily relationship with work on site. Union rep-
resentatives understood that poor provision correlated directly to measures of
self-perception: in their words, that operatives "underestimated" their "human
value". And in truth, all-unions, employers and operatives-placed a devalu-
ing price on human life on site (both economically and culturally). Yet this ig-
nores the very positive interpretation placed on site life by operatives, of which
"rudimentary" provision was an intrinsic constituent. Site existence might be
harsh, uncertain and dangerous-not a future operatives immediately wanted
for their sons-but it was also informal, manly and self-defining. "Roughness", in
terms of phvsicality, remained a component part of a site culture that stretched
across the skills divide. Hardship could be translated into "bravado", "enjoying"
spartan provision signified a dominance over adversity and simpatico with the
outdoor life. In other words, these were "the kinds of things that men did,"
and building operatives were seen to do them more frequently and better than
most. Yet self-reliance also tapped directly into traditional male crafts' indepen-
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dence, and thus, too, into the attendant lifestyles of bricklayers' and plasters'
laborers. Significantly, conditions of work, which previously had been an in-
dicative barometer of workplace control, became less central to how operatives,
through their unions, viewed their relationship with work under national collec-
tive bargaining. It survived mostly through the rhetoric of site life, occasionally
surfacing (notably in the issue of tea-breaks) to remind union leaders of its for-
mer importance. Generally, however, welfare improvements meshed uncertainly
with site constructs: they remained antagonistically peripheral to the operative's
understanding of workplace culture and their place in it.
Not all reform, however, was apathetically received. Operatives more readily
valued "fringe benefits"-those enticements directly linked to money wages-
than amenity improvements. By the late 1960s some large contractors especially
were, as some had in the 1930s, again offering extra recruiting inducements (like
additional holidays, sickness pay and service increments) beyond the standard
negotiated through the N]CBI. The building unions bitterly opposed this: they
valued such benefits more highly than did operatives, but viewed them a right,
not a bonus. 106 Indeed earlier responses to wet time insurance, and later to paid
tea-breaks, aptly illustrate the fragility of accord that at times existed between
operatives and unions, and the unions themselves. "Fringe", in terms of marginal
value, carried extra meaning to building operatives: thus, indicatively, while the
initial response to paid holidays was tepid, although warming through time,
many still chose to ignore the "benefit" completely and took instead illegal,
discounted cash payments because such values more readily married with their
construct of a manly site life.
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